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A B S T R A C T

The building sector accounts for 40% of energy use and 25% of CO2 emissions, mainly due to ineffi cient building

practices and energy consumption during the operational phase of buildings. Social housing accounts for a

significant proportion of the European building stock and about 50% of the existing buildings are likely to

require large-scale renovations in the coming years, meeting the current EPBD directive. This could represent an

opportunity to renovate the aff ordable building stock, often characterized by premature disrepair, resulting in a

bad perception from inhabitants and community. Signifi cant European experiences have already shown the

importance of an integrated approach fi nalized to the construction or renovation of social housing, leveraging on

environmental sustainability, creating urban identity, adopting measures to face social disadvantage, off ering at

the same time quality housing standard. In this regard, it seems necessary to match technological advancements

and knowledge in energy retrofi tting with social needs and habits. The implementation of energy-effi ciency

improvements in social housing requests support and participation of the fi nal energy consumer. The paper

investigates how to deal with knowledge gaps in the relationship between retrofi t technologies and users’ be-

haviour and possible strategic measures to increase awareness between tenants through two case studies.

1. Gen eral fram ew ork

The built environment accounts for a signifi cant share of anthro-

pogenic greenhouse gas emissions, mainly due to ineffi cient building

practices and energy consumption during the operational phase of

buildings (Harvey, 2010). At the European level, buildings account for

40% of energy consumption and about 25% of CO2 emissions

(Tommerup and Svendsen, 2006; Uihlein and Eder, 2010).

The 2010 European Directive on Energy Performance of Buildings

(2010/ 31/ EU), implementing the previous 2002 Directive (2002/ 91/

EC), is aimed at improving the energy effi ciency of buildings to a nearly

zero-energy standard by 2020 and is expected to reduce total EU energy

consumption by 5% to 6%, as well as CO2 emissions by about 5%

(Anonomous, 2017a). The Directive involves not only new buildings,

but also existing buildings liable to signifi cant renovation, which is

representing about 70% of the building stock by 2050 (Visscher,

Sartori, & Dascalaki, 2016) and so a promising target to reduce the

environmental impact of the building sector.

Research studies and applications demonstrate that retrofi tting ex-

isting buildings could contribute to a signifi cant reduction of energy

consumption. For example, Ecofys explores the eff ects of the Energy

Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) on the energy effi ciency of

the European existing building stock, in terms of heating energy sav-

ings, and demonstrates that the residential sector contributes for 77%

through retrofi tted single- and multi-family houses (Petersdorff ,

Boermans, & Harnisch, 2006). Recently, a study of the Joint Research

Centre (JRC) shows that the main environmental improving potential is

represented by single-family houses, followed by multi-family houses,

that represent the 53% and 37% of the European building stock, re-

spectively (Nemry and Uihlein, 2008).

Significant European experiences (BedZed in London, Hammarby

Sjostad in Stockolm, Malakoff Neighbourhood in Nantes) show the

importance of an integrated approach at the basis of the construction or

renovation of social housing, leveraging on environmental sustain-

ability of works, creating urban identity between the inhabitants,

adopting measures to face ghettoization and social disadvantage, of-

fering at the same time quality housing standard, higher comfort levels

and aff ordable using/ maintenance costs. (Table 1)

Despite the great eff orts spent in developing eff ective technological

solutions for retrofi tting, a number of implications dealing with energy

issues, climate changes, and economic development are still under-

estimated (Boeri, Antonini, & Longo, 2013). It has been observed that
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the most critical factors that can reduce the actual number of effi cient

renovation initiatives are non-technical barriers related to legal, fi -

nancial, social constraints (see Table 2) strongly limiting the feasibility

of the interventions much more so than the technical obstacles.

The implementation of energy-effi ciency improvements in all key

sectors requires the support and participation of the final energy con-

sumer. Behaviour and local cultural factors can drive basic energy use

practices (I.P.C.C., 2014): end-users involvement is based on the con-

sumers’ knowledge on energy issues and on their awareness on the

possible energy effi ciency improvement and their understanding of the

costs and benefi ts involved in the diff erent options.

The factors and their relations that infl uence behaviour and con-

sumption practices are dynamic, strongly dependent by human ele-

ments: they change over time, conditioning consumer behaviour, so the

process of consumption practices becomes somewhat irrational and to

some extent unpredictable (EEA, 2013). Shove argues that there is a

close relationship between behaviours and infrastructure (Shove,

2010): energy infrastructure (e.g. smart grids, heating &cooling sys-

tems, mobility and transport systems) plays an active role in people life,

but the interaction with new energy technologies and their compre-

hension presents lacks and delays.

One of the cause of this “ lag” consists in the stressed recourse to hi-

tech energy effi ciency measures, especially in residential sector, where

the variability of requirements, habits, motivations, awareness and fi -

nancial liquidity of tenants is more evident. This aspect weights on the

refurbishment interventions of the built environment and on new

housing constructions, considering the limits in the technological

choices and their aff ordability.

The possible solutions consist in a combination of technical and

social measures, through the adoption of user-friendly energy effi ciency

systems that could facilitate the use by tenants and increase their en-

vironmental and energy awareness.

The investigation of the dimension and the value of end users be-

haviour, before design stage, helps to identify the best strategies to

forecast and minimize negative impacts of tenant ’s habits on the good

use and functioning of dwelling technologies, in the achievement of

good performance of buildings.

The introduction of public participation strategies and user’s

awareness in the design process, as well as design tools and support

measure for users for improving a better relationship between user and

technological system (and so a better housing quality), can support

more functional and contextualized choices about the technologies

employed. This integrated approach support energy access strategies in

the residential sector, and especially in Social Housing, which require

an eff ective use of energy with the minimum purpose of economic and

technological resources.

Table 1

Housing models and related pilot cases (Gianfrate and Piccardo, 2016).

Models Pilot cases

Collective housing:

Addressed to specifi c target, satisfying housing needs of short and very short period (temporary

workers, facilities users, etc.). The collective housing can host public services at urban or

neighbourhood scale.

It is usually funded by public investments, but not always the promoter is the building owner.

- Social Housing a Vallecas http:/ / www.archdaily.com/ 643384/ social-

housing-in-vallecas-vazquez-consuegra

- Social Housing for mine workers, Asturie

http:/ / www.archdaily.com/ 153189/ social-housing-for-mine-workers-

zon-e-arquitectos

- Edificio Residenziale Ex Berardi

http:/ / www.premioinarsind.it/ edizione-2010/ de-appolonia-botticini-

edificio-residenziale-area-ex-berardi/

Rental brokerage services:

The service is direct to improve housing people independence. It include individual or

community projects, or off er economic assistance to support inhabitants in their inclusion

process, in a short-medium term project (from several months to two years)

- Quayside Village Vancouver, CA

http:/ / cohousing.ca/ places/ canada/ british-columbia/ north-vancouver/

bc_cohousing/ quayside-village/

- Progetto Stessopiano Torino

http:/ / www.stessopiano.it

PPP (Public-Private Partnership) − based social housing:

The PPP promotes an housing project at local level, with the aim to attract investments on

developing urban areas, in the renovation of derelict neighbourhood, with interventions at

building/ district scale. The final objective is to improve rental and for sale dwelling provision,

with aff ordable prices and good quality solutions. (Gianfrate, Antonini, Longo, & Copiello, 2016)

- Cenni di cambiamento, Milano

www.cennidicambiamento.it/

- Parma Social House, Parma

http:/ / www.comune.parma.it/ comune/ Pages/ pagina_generica.aspx?

ID= 0ef7b1a9-8362-46be-8ed4-4cb6f58eb2c6

- Abitiamo Insieme Ascoli, Ascoli Piceno

www.abitiamoinsiemeascoli.it/

Luoghi Comuni, Torino

http:/ / www.luoghicomuni.org

Community housing:

Direct construction of residential complexes, by inhabitants communities, joint by the common

desire to obtain a home. This category collects self-construction initiatives, co-housing, self-

refurbishment. The promoter is usually the community. All the inhabitants involved after the

construction have to accept the living programme, with a formal commitment of the community

housing rules.

- Coin Street London www.coinstreet.org

- Cohousing NumeroZero Torino, http:/ / www.cohousingnumerozero.org

- La corte dei girasoli, Vimercate http:/ / www.lacortedeigirasoli.it

Table 2

Non technological barriers in the retrofi tting of the existing building stock (Source:

Barriers and possibilitiesfor a more energy effi cient construction sector − SECURE

Project).

Non technological barrier example

Legal • Contractual

• Guarantee period

• Business agreements

• Local building plants

• Directive on energy performance

Financial • Life-cycle cost

• Investment cost

• Pay-off time

• Impact on tax assessments

• Energy price

Organization of the sector

(building sector,

market)

• Organization of the sector

• Dialogue understanding between partners

• Availability of technological solutions

• Customer demand

• Esthetics

• Cultural values

Social • Social planning

• Public or individual energy supply provider

• General or individual measurements of

energy performance

• User behaviour/ comfort

• Cultural aspects

• Social aspects

• Age/ generational aspects
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2. New livin g m odels: th e social housing opt ion

‘Home’ concept, according to the defi nition of Ethos,
1

the European

Typology of Homelessness and Housing Exclusion, is characterized by

three domains: physical (based on the exclusive ownership of a space);

social (based on the possibility to maintain in that space satisfactory

and confidential relationship), and legal (with a legal acknowledgement

of enjoyments of goods).

The exclusion of one or more of these domains causes diff erent

living situations, from the extreme condition of rooflessness to living in

inadequate houses. Housing poverty is a process that can aff ect exposed

people in diff erent stages of their life. In order to give an answer to this

variable phenomenon, the welfare models and the strategies have to

become flexible to be eff ective.

The housing problem is the result of deep changes from the demand

side that request new policies able to combine economic and social

aspect (the ageing of population, the increasing of number of families,

the increasing of social and economic vulnerable categories, the in-

creasing number of migrants), facilitating housing access.

For what concern the supply side, the state of art of aff ordable

housing is often characterized by building quality compromised by

costs savings objectives, low-end implementation standards, lack of

maintenance operations, which produced time after time performance

obsolescence in the dwellings and a bad perception from inhabitants

and community.

In Italy, as established by the Law n.56/ 2014 “ Disposal of me-

tropolitan cities and municipality unions” , one of the priority for urban

development plans, is the introduction of an «infrastructure of urban and

home living policies and have to make sure that social housing is developed in

an eco-sustainable way, safeguarding the territory and prioritizing the re-

novation and the reuse of historic centres, of abandoned industrial areas and

decayed housing complexes». This interaction between the urban/ design

project and its social management will drive the social housing model

diff usion specifically located in Northern Italy. Technical and social

management project were developed together from the very beginning

thanks to a preliminary assessment of potential housing demands, the

identifi cation of the specifi c types of occupants for each project, and the

definition of housing allocation criteria. In some cases the future oc-

cupants were involved in the creation of new communities to strength

of mutual relations and with the aim to assume its living space as a

common good, valorising it by means of revenue-producing activities

and events.

Unlike in other countries, in Italy “Social Housing” is still con-

sidered an experimental fi eld of development, deployed by social en-

terprises (EURICSE), though it has registered a progressive and sig-

nifi cant increase over the last twenty years. The new law on social

enterprises (n. 118/ 2005) corroborates this increment, assuming social

housing as a possible sector of development for social enterprises

(Fondazione Housing Sociale & Fondazione Cariplo, 2009/ 2010), and

as an opportunity, to face new housing demand, increasingly complex

and fragmented and new living models needs, through:

– the improvement of the beneficiaries target, including the “grey

area” (Napoli, 2015) of outsiders, members of middle class fallen

into poverty, not involved in aff ordable housing programs, but not

able to buy a private house

– the answer to “uncovered” needs, which are the mirror of end-users

vulnerability, not caused only by the economic dimension, but also

by diff erent variables (need temporariness, disability, etc.), pro-

viding diff erent ranges of rents (EURICSE), with the perspective to

achieve a social mix of tenants, to avoid the ghettoisation of

concentrations of disadvantaged population groups;

– the identifi cation of new fi nancial and funding models, through a

matched intervention of heterogeneous stakeholders, integrating

private and public actors, creating at the same time a new “ social

entrepreneurship” , promoted by housing cooperatives of in-

habitants, social operators, foundations of banking or private enti-

ties, fostering new partnerships’ models.

– the attraction of private resources (deriving from the sale of re-

sidential accommodations to diff erent types of users, the supply of

urban land or rights through recourse to balance urban develop-

ment, or introduction of public funds in support of the rental

guarantee (Nomisma, 2010), or to cover part of the rental prices for

disvantaged people);

– the provision of a range of services to match the needs of inhabitants

(especially families with social problems) and assist them, who will

be integrated with neighbors (e.g. mediation of confl icts, cultural

and language mediators, neighbourhood proximity services) and at

the same time identifying fi nancial tools for dwelling owners and

tenants (e.g. guarantee fund for tenants when there are events that

destabilize the person's life and his family such as unexpected un-

employment, the loss of self-suffi ciency of a component of the family

(Nomisma, 2010); backing services to fi nd new housing solu-

tions,etc)

Social Housing sector is an interesting fi eld to test solutions fi na-

lized to assure the compliance between demand and supply side (Lodi

Rizzini, 2013), in relation to expenditure possibility, spatial equipment,

services and facilities. The capacity to accommodate multiply living

models, and diff erent tenants in terms of age and social class, is a driver

to improve housing quality also in refurbishment interventions. The

energy effi ciency challenge is a stimulus not only in pursuing climate

benefi ts but also in improving social housing quality as well.

Social housing accounts for a significant proportion of the European

building stock, an average of about 9,4%, ranging from a minimum of

4% (Hungary) to a maximum of 35% (Netherlands), and the social

housing demand is still growing (Whitehead and Scanlon, 2007).

Moreover, about 50% of the existing buildings were built before the

1970 (Norris and Shiels, 2004), so it is likely that they will require

large-scale renovations in the coming years, meeting the current EPBD

directive. Therefore it seems necessary to match technological ad-

vancements and knowledge in energy retrofi tting with social needs and

habits.

3. Th e energy effi ciency parad igm in aff ordable housing

Although the EPBD directive clearly includes ‘major renovation ’

(EPBD, 2010) of the existing building stock as energy-saving strategy in

the building sector, it does not suggest any specifi c defi nition and

transfers to the Member States the task of choosing a definition of

‘major renovation ’ as a percentage of the surface of the building en-

velope or the value of the building, alternatively. Hence, at the moment

the defi nition of ‘major renovation ’ and its role in the improvement of

the energy performance of buildings diff er among the European coun-

tries. However, we can argue that social housing is fully involved in the

European energy-saving policies because of its signifi cant building

stock.

The majority of energy consumed in the European residential

buildings is used for space heating (57%), followed by domestic hot

water (25%) and electricity for household appliances (11%) (Chwieduk,

2003).

Various energy-saving measures can be applied to existing build-

ings, depending on their construction technology, site and local climate,

as well as cost-eff ective retrofi t opportunities and regulatory frame-

work. The literature also suggests diff erent retrofi tting measures,

usually divided in energy saving and energy conservation (energy-ef-

fi cient building envelope) practices (Bradford and Schleich, 2012; Xing,

1 ETHOS, the European Typology on Homelessness and Housing Exclusion, was pro-

moted by FEANTSA in 2005. After two-years period of analysis and review, it becomes the

more important reference for housing exclusion studies in UE
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Hewitt, & Griffi ths, 2011), the fi rst one also including renewable energy

applications. The same retrofi tting measures can also be divided in

demand- and supply-side management (Ma, Cooper, Daly, & Ledo,

2012), in a building management perspective.

Whilst in privately owned houses the householders decide possible

retrofi tting measures and are expected to be conscious of their build-

ings’ operation, in social houses retrofi tting measures are usually un-

dertaken by the housing company, so they require to be communicated,

assimilated and accepted by the tenants. The role of users (especially,

social housing tenants) can influence the operation of energy-saving

building technologies and so the building energy consumption (Hong,

Taylor-Lange, D’Oca, & Yanc Da Corgnati, 2016; Pothitou, Kolios,

Varga, &Gu, 2016), as well as it can contribute to energy saving by

10–30% (Hong et al., 2016; Steemers and Yun, 2009; Yohanis, 2012)

because of habitual behavioural changes (Pothitou et al., 2016).

The use of emerging technologies in social housing may confl ict

with tenants’ habits, contributing to a gap between designed and actual

performance. Retrofi t technologies in social housing require a deep

reflection on social and cultural implications and users’ behaviour

should be taken into account since the design stage. With this purpose,

many studies describe behavioural patterns as the relationship between

the occupants’ fi nal energy use and their values or habits.

New technologies may also represent additional challenges for so-

cial housing tenants, especially older people (Brown, Swan, & Chahal,

2014) that are not always able to manage such technological systems

and to understand their advantages. Moreover, the use of new tech-

nologies and related energy-savings may result in rebound eff ect, en-

couraging occupants to a greater energy consumption and major use of

household appliances (Jenkins, 2010). Therefore social acceptance and

awareness of retrofi t technologies is important both to ensure the living

comfort of the users and the correct operation of retrofi tting interven-

tions.

Table 3 illustrates major possible retrofi tting measures reducing

energy consumption from a user-technology relation perspective. In

particular, retrofi tting measures are divided in four quarters, according

to the consciousness required to the users (social housing tenants) for

properly managing retrofi t technologies (horizontal axis), and the type

of retrofi t technology (vertical axis). ‘High-tech retrofi t ’ pertains to

retrofi tting measures based on the use of additional devices for pro-

ducing or saving electricity, sometimes themselves using electricity to

operate (Ryghaug and Sørensen, 2009). ‘Low-tech retrofi t’ pertains to

retrofi tted measures based on the energy performance of the building

and its subsystems, usually integrating bioclimatic strategies, without

requiring electricity or fossil fuel to operate (Alexander and Yacoumis,

2016; Bradford and Schleich, 2012; Brown et al., 2014; Chwieduk,

2003; Hong et al., 2016; Jenkins, 2010; Ma et al., 2012; Pothitou et al.,

2016; Ryghaug and Sørensen, 2009; Steemers and Yun, 2009; Xing

et al., 2011; Yohanis, 2012). ‘High-tech ’ and ‘low-tech ’ retrofi tting

measures substantially correspond to the so-called ‘active’ and ‘passive’

building systems, respectively, even if we prefer not to use the ad-

jectives ‘active’ and ‘passive’ in order to avoid possible confusion with

the role of users in the operation of retrofi t technologies. Details of

these retrofi tting measures can also be found in Refs (Boeri and Fabbri,

2014; Giachetta, Magliocco, &Piccardo, 2014b; Kolaitis et al., 2013;

Xing et al., 2011). The operation of high- and low-tech retrofi t tech-

nologies requiring a higher user consciousness may be aff ected by be-

haviour and habits of the tenants. Besides high- and low-tech retrofi t

technologies that need a lower energy consciousness of the users are

expected to perform according to the retrofi t design. Technical solu-

tions, as thermostat and heat recovery systems, which limit the occu-

pants’ interaction with technology could mitigate wasted energy but, at

the same time, they could encourage not energy-conscious behaviour,

resulting in the rebounded eff ect (Hong et al., 2016).

However high- and low-tech retrofi t technologies requiring high

user consciousness can be applied together with proper strategies aimed

at improving the users’ knowledge and enhancing their interaction.

4. Th e end-u sers’role

In 2011, 9.8% of households in the EU could not aff ord to heat their

home adequately, whilst 8.8% of households were in arrears on their

utility bills (Thomson and Snell, 2013). One of the ways of addressing

this challenge is through social tenants' behavioural change, by in-

creasing their understanding and engagement in energy effi ciency.

The EU Commission (E.U. Commission, 2008) identifi es ‘the lack of

consumer awareness’ as one of the main obstacles to achieving the

target on reducing energy by 20%. Creating awareness is seen as one of

a number of enabling factors, which include, external constraints on

behaviour, fi nancial, technical and organisational resources, the im-

provement of new skills and the development of new user-friendly

tools. The new European Commission programs, as Horizon 2020 are

supporting many projects in the fi eld of energy saving, with the aim to

improve inhabitants behaviour and to help Europe to meet the key

targets linked to energy.

Recent research studies have shown a gap between energy predic-

tions and reality, and a limited understanding of the interaction be-

tween housing energy effi ciency refurbishment and occupant behaviour

with high variations between domestic energy consumption, even ‘be-

tween similar households in nominally identical houses’ (Banfi ll and

Peacock, 2007). The key patterns that frequently aff ecting energy be-

haviour (Gill, Tierney, Pegg, &Allan, 2010; Janda, 2009; Smith and

Pett, 2005; Stevenson and Leaman, 2010) are connected to access to

knowledge and skills; nature of technical intervention; habits; external

circumstances; quality of technical intervention; convenience of tech-

nology; and thermal comfort.

The diffi culty of predicting occupant behaviour is a direct con-

sequence of the increased complexities in buildings and weather, but it

is also a failure on the part of building professionals to adequately re-

cognise and take variations in occupant activities into account (Elzenga,

Voordijk, Hartmann, &Salet, 2010). This diffi culty has negative out-

comes starting from the analysis of building performance: any predic-

tion of energy effi ciency retrofi t performance with regards energy

Table 3

Major retrofi tting measures from a user-technology relation perspective.

High -tech retrofi t − low user consciousness High-tech retrofi t − high user consciousness

• -Renewable energy supply systems

• -Energy effi cient appliances and lighting

• -Effi cient taps

- Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery (MVHR)

- Thermostat and other manual control devices

- Smart technologies

• Thermal insulation solutions (i.e. External Thermal Insulation Composite Systems, attic

insulation)

• Airtightness

• Thermal storage systems

• Energy-effi cient windows (multi-glazed pane, gas fi ll, low-e coating, etc.)

- Thermal insulation solutions (i.e. internal thermal insulation, cavity wall

insulation)

- Passive heating and cooling systems (greenhouses, Trombe-Michel walls, roof

pound, etc.)

- Green walls and roofs

- User-controlled shading devices

Low-tech retrofi t − low user consciousness Low-tech retrofi t − high user consciousness
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saving become complex, further complicated by issues of comfort ‘take-

back’ (Milne and Boardman, 2000) and ‘rebound ’ (Hertwich, 2005;

Galvin, 2014).

Building characteristics and fabric could aff ect energy consumption

via the thermal properties, and the interaction between the user and the

building’s systems, but the energy performance of a building and

comfort perception is also significantly aff ected by the user behaviour

like the setting of room thermostats and opening/ closing windows. All

these elements have an influence on the large gap between simulated

and measured building energy use (Lomas, Martin, &Bloomfield,

1997;Pedrini, Westphal, & Lamberts, 2002; Tronchin and Fabbri, 2008).

One of the main reasons of these signifi cant diff erences is neglecting

or over-simplifying the influence of occupants' behaviour that varies by

time and typology of occupants. For example, there are signifi cant in-

teractions between who lives in the buildings and the ICT based control

systems. The occupants' expectation of comfort or satisfaction with the

building environment drives the occupant to perform diff erent controls,

such as adjusting the thermostat in spaces, opening windows for ven-

tilation, turning on lights, pulling down the window blinds, and con-

suming domestic hot water. Diff erent occupants' behaviours have var-

ious eff ects on building performance and energy use. Research on

occupant behaviour in relation to energy consumption should look at

the potential eff ects of both building characteristics and household

characteristics (demographics). However, how the energy performance

characterization and simulation models can be integrated appear and

remain still unsolved.

There is a lack in the existing softwares to include the infl uence of

occupants’ behaviour in the fi nal energy performance of buildings in

the operational environment. The discrepancy reasons between simu-

lated energy consumes and real ones is linked to the limits of simulation

software, that are able to describe only the control action through

modelling static scenarios, not adapt to describe the dynamic nature of

occupant ’s behaviour models. The most common softwares describe

occupants presence and its action on the building, but the human be-

haviour is more complex (Hoes, Hensen, Loomans, Vries

de, & Bourgeois, 2009).

Technology and behaviour are closely interwoven in many respects

(Midden, Kaiser, &McCalley, 2007). The study developed by Midden,

Kaiser and Calley describes four main roles that technology plays:

– intermediary, where the technology is a conduit between the beha-

viour an individual carries out to reach a goal;

– amplifier, where the technology amplifi es, enhances or extends the

individuals goal attainment;

– determinant, where the technology creates context or environment

surrounding the individual, thus influencing or shaping behaviour

through the technology’s existence, and;

– promoter of environmentally signifi cant behaviour, where tech-

nology is specifically designed to promote behavioural choices

leading to the conservation of natural resources.

The improvement of the occupancy and usage behavioural pattern,

could be achieved through education and training initiatives to improve

the understanding of tenants, which can produce as outcomes the re-

duction of the carbon footprint as well as helping to eliminate the fuel

poverty.

In Social Housing contests it is possible to act on tenants’ pre-

ferences for lower/ higher set point temperatures; duration of heating

period(s); self regulating systems by occupants, heating/ cooling zoning,

expecially in the contexts in which. tenants cannot aff ord to pay for

their electricity/ gas usage (i.e. fuel poverty). Adopting a correct beha-

viour, spending the same amount on fuel as before, they can obtain a

better thermal comfort for the same cost.

Diff erent EU projects investigated the causes linked to tenants be-

haviour for what concern the eff ective discrepancy between simulated

and measured building energy use in social housing complex, such as

BECA (The Balanced European Conservation Approach Project.

2011–2014) (Anonomous, 2017b), and CAABE (Capitalizing Alpine

Building Evaluation Experiences. 2012–2015) (Anonomous, 2017c), or

the research studies carried out by Department for Environment

Food &Rural Aff airs (Defra) in UK (Collier et al., 2010). The CAABE

project include two Italian case studies, in Bolzan and in Turin.

In Bolzan the Casanova District is a complex realized following

CasaClima2 standard. During the operational period, the results of a

monitoring initiative based on direct interviews emerged the un-sa-

tisfaction of tenants for what concern the presence of thermal bridges,

the indoor hot temperatures during summers, the increase of the whole

building costs for heating (increased from 800 euro to 3000 euro). The

public administration and the building companies started a series of

initiatives to improve the buildings’ fabric conditions. At the same time

the interview campaign reveals the higher consumes expecially in the

more complex (in reference to the technologies adopted) buildings, for

example equipped with VMC. The research showed a wrong occupants’

management of the system, with no benefi t deriving from the heat re-

covery.

Another criticism is linked to the higher consumes for heating de-

spite of the project elaboration ’s previsions. The simulation considered

an indoor temperature of 20° degrees, but the monitoring showed the

habits to adopt a 23° indoor temperature in the dwellings.

The other cases are comprehensive of diff erent social housing

complexes in Turin. One of these is the via Arquata building. Also in

this case the results of a questionnaire campaign between occupants get

to emerge the real situation for what concern thermal perception, hu-

midity, air infi ltrations, moulds, air quality. The human behaviour was

a cause of the loss of energy performance of the buildings, expecially

linked with an incorrect management of the air turnover, and a wrong

set of the temperature during winter.

In both these cases the results of the interviews were adopted as a

starting point for the meetings with the occupants, to promote a

training module presenting new ways to reduce energy consumes, and

improve their comfort indoor. This module contained information

about:

• Thermostat use

• Exhaust air exchange

• Thermal comfort

• Air quality

The gaps in knowledge around how energy related behaviour can be

solved through the adoption of a common strategy to increase aware-

ness. This strategy could include diff erent tools such us ICT devices to

receive messages through energy monitors, with a direct feedback

about the own consumes’ profi le; gamifi cation during specifi c aware-

ness events at neighbourhood/ block level, to motivate people (e.g.

competitions), giving feedback and goal setting (Bakhaus and

Heiskanen, 2013) acting not only on individual behaviour but addres-

sing the local community and wider society to a more consciousness

energy habit.

Tailored learning programs could enable tenants to adjust their le-

vels of competence, promoting at the same time a more conscious en-

ergy use practice, reconfiguring their routines with a focus on con-

venience aspects. And at the same time emphasizing the importance of

designing user friendly devices and accompanying monitoring feedback

with appropriate guidance and support, information and advice ensure

the eff ectiveness of the process (Darby, 2010).

2 The Casaclima certifi cation has been the fi rst in Italy introducing the energy rating for

buildings and it is mandatory in the Provice of Bolzano
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5. Approach an d app lica t ion in tw o case stu dies: savon a and

bologn a

5.1. A passive solar retrofi t in savona (IT)

The passive solar retrofi t of residential buildings in Savona was part

of a wide urban requalifi cation, completed in 2013 and aimed at im-

proving the living standards in the urban area of Piazzale Moroni. The

project proposed the energy retrofi tting of 15 apartment buildings and

the requalifi cation of public spaces. The municipality of Savona, in

partnership with the public housing company ARTE (Regional

Territorial Agency for Building), funded the requalification works in the

framework of the programme ‘District II Contract ’ (Ministerial Decree

2522/ 2001 and 30/ 2002), for the total amount of about 5 million

euros. This national funding programme was aimed at fi nancing re-

qualifi cation projects of urban areas aff ected by urban disrepair and

poor design, lack of social infrastructure and social vulnerability.

Details of the urban requalifi cation and building retrofi tting can also be

found in Refs (Giachetta, 2012; Giachetta, Piccardo, &Magliocco,

2014a; Giachetta et al., 2014b; Magliocco and Giachetta, 2011).

The residential buildings, built in the early 70 ′s, were aff ected by

several functional problems, common to many urban suburbs: lack of

urban planning and infrastructure; random location of buildings in re-

lation to climate conditions, poor technological quality due to low cost

building, thermal discomfort due to relevant heat losses and moisture

accumulation. The neighbourhood was also aff ected by social problems,

like a high percentage of not self-suffi cient elderly people.

The retrofi tting project involved 15 buildings, owned by ARTE, and

was aimed at replacing unsafe building materials (i.e. removal of con-

crete-asbestos wall cladding on the north façades), insulating external

walls and renovating building façades. Moreover, the national an-

nouncement enhanced the use of experimental retrofi tting measures for

reducing energy consumption for operation, complying with specifi c

regional guidelines. In Savona three pilot buildings were selected be-

cause of their suitable solar irradiation and retrofi tted with passive

solar heating systems, such as solar greenhouses and Trombe-Michel

walls, in order to reduce the energy use for space heating. One building

(building A) was retrofi tted with solar greenhouses on the South façade

with a total heated volume of 60 m3 (Fig. 1); the other two buildings

(buildings B and C) were retrofi tted with both solar greenhouses, en-

closing the existing balconies, and Trombe-Michel walls on the South

façade. A 20 kWp photovoltaic system was also installed on the roof of

one of the three buildings, providing an average of 1 kW for each

apartment.

Operable vents and special vented doors giving access to the

greenhouses are placed in the external walls to permit heat to fl ow

directly into the room during the day (in winter). This solution also

ensures thermal insulation of the living spaces during the night, in

winter, and the day, in summer, considering the lack of thermal lag.

Moreover, such ventilated passive solar systems suit well the needs of

users, since they are mostly elderly people who spend most of the

daytime in their lodgings.

In order to avoid overheating in summertime, specially-designed

shading devices were applied to the passive solar systems (adjustable

roller blinds to the greenhouses and fi xed brise-soleil to the Trombe-

Michel walls). Electrical air fans controlled by a winter/ summer switch

were also placed into the sunspace of the Trombe-Michel walls en-

hancing the leakage of heated air during summer.

As mentioned earlier, these passive solar systems can be categorized

as low-tech retrofi t technologies requiring high user consciousness to be

properly used, because they involve some user-controlled devices.

Indeed, the solution adopted for Trombe-Michel walls (Figs. 2 and 3)

resulted from careful consideration during the design stage, in co-

operation with the funding authorities. If users are used to manage

roller blinds, such as those of greenhouses, to avoid overheating in

summer, the management of possible sun shading devices and air fans

of the Trombe-Michel walls could be more complex. This happens be-

cause there is no direct perception of these elements inside the lodgings

(apart from the presence of air vents). Therefore the design team

decided to use fi xed brise-soleil and a simple ventilation system, easily

understandable by users.

A series of meetings in the social lab ‘District II Contract ’ were or-

ganized by the funding authorities in order to encourage tenants to take

up retrofi tting measures. In addiction, an information campaign was

also addressed to all the tenants of the retrofi tted buildings, in order to

communicate basic information to those people who did not attend the

meetings, so ensuring a greater informed consent. The information

campaign was based on traditional means, as mails and public adver-

tisement on the main entrances of the residential buildings, using a

simple, not technical, information. During the retrofi tting works, the

local offi ces of the building contractor were placed next to the social lab

‘District II Contract ’ and it represented another local reference point.

Certain retrofi tting solutions had to be reconsidered as they were

hardly manageable during the construction stage. For example, the

installation of air vents to control internal/ external convection heat

transfer control was actually very complex, especially when users did

not leave their apartments during the daytime, because of the presence

of furniture which had to be moved and the dust generation from the

demolition activities.

The mentioned diffi culties in managing new systems by users has

also raised interest in ARTE, which has designated the Department of

Architecture and Design (DAD) of the University of Genoa to draw up a

user manual for passive solar heating systems, three years later the solar

retrofi t. In relation to this task, the department has also carried out a

monitoring campaign to evaluate the eff ective operation of passive

solar heating systems. The research group carried out several surveys in

occupied and not-occupied apartments, aimed at verifying the condi-

tions of the greenhouses and Trombe-Michel walls. It also carried out

thermographic surveys, aimed at evaluating the eff ectiveness of the

external insulation and the possible presence of the ‘thermal bridges’, as

well as the monitoring of the indoor air temperature in the solar-ret-

rofi tted apartments during winter and summer, using temperature data

loggers and anemometer to measure low air velocities.

The below main operation problems were identifi ed:

• the surveys highlighted diff erences between designed and actual

passive solar systems in building A, because of changes made during

the construction phase. Although the monitoring campaign showed

significant thermal benefi ts from the greenhouses (Boeri and Fabbri,

2014; Giachetta et al., 2014b), only two, instead of four air vents,

are actually installed. Moreover, the anemometric analysis of the

vents showed a lower air convection than the expected, because of

the insuffi cient air capacity of the selected vents;

• the surveys also highlighted the issues of cleaning and maintenance

of the adopted systems, that could aff ect the eff ective operation of

passive solar systems in the long term; a constant control of the

buildings, with the cooperation of users, would be important to

• the surveys found a lack of users’ awareness concerning the man-

agement and opportunities of electrical air fans in Trombe-Michel

walls.

The user manual is a 7-page document addressed to the tenants of

the buildings A, B and C, retrofi tted with passive solar systems. It is

aimed at informing users about the correct behaviour needed to operate

and maintain passive solar systems, as well as their opportunities, in the

most simple (not-technical) and understandable language as possible.

The user manual is divided in two sections, regarding diff erent passive

solar systems (greenhouse and Trombe-Michel wall), and each section is

also divided in three parts: a brief description on the passive solar

system, based on its perception; the explanation of the most correct

management of the passive solar system in wintertime; the explanation

of the most correct management in summer, together with some
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maintenance instructions. The recommendations are based on the de-

scription of possible comfort or discomfort sensations felt by the users

in their apartment in winter and summer, respectively.

5.2. Smart devices to map and improve tenants/ users behaviour in

bolognina district (Bologna − IT)

This case-study is related to Bolognina neighbourhood (34908

Fig. 1. Building A, South Façade with Solar Greenhouse.gr1
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inhabitants) in the heart of the Railway area of Bologna which lies in

the north of the historic centre, just outside the walls of the downtown.

Bolognina is a trial site, where old and new co-exist in a social and

urban mix, composed of historic buildings, social housing, but also

innovative residential areas, facilities hi-tech and smart services, from a

population comprising more than 16 diff erent ethnic groups, that share

social spontaneous actions, but also social confl icts. The very peculiar

feature of this district is the concentration of housing units for low-

Fig. 2. Building B, South Façade with Solar Greenhouses and Trobe-Michel walls.
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income classes (11889 social housing dwellings in Bologna), which is

usually connected with remarkable and problematic social issues.

Municipality of Bologna, the Regional Housing Agency (ACER) with

the scientific support of the Department of Architecture (DA) of the

University of Bologna (UNIBO) are currently involved in the defi nition

of an experimental study for Bolognina Social Housing with the aim to

integrate energy effi ciency measures in renovation actions for existing

buildings, with consequent energy savings, CO2 reduction and comfort

Fig. 3. Building C, South Façade with Solar Greenhouses and Trobe-Michel walls.
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conditions. Therefore, the challenge is to off er aff ordable housing

(public owned) while reducing energy management costs for the

Municipality, introducing smart technologies to support a more aware

behaviour of fi nal users.

The work started with the identifi cation of the main technical and

non-technical barriers to the retrofi tting solutions, and through a col-

laborative study within the two main energy suppliers that act in

Bologna (ENEL and HERA), the goal is to fi nd the most eff ective

strategy to overcome these obstacles. The identifi cation phase is com-

prehensive of fi eld investigations about energy behaviour of three

buildings, selected according to a number of criteria considering their

relevance, the building typology involved, the replication potential, etc.

This analysis elaborated with Termolog tools, will be compared with an

on-going tenants’ perception analysis about thermal and light comfort

in their dwellings, adopting the methodology developed by the DA

research group for DIANA kindergarten in Reggio Emilia (Boeri and

Fabbri, 2014) and understanding the compliance between perceived

and real performance in terms of energy and comfort.

This fi rst investigation step will be completed, following the Savona

experience, during a collaborative laboratory promoted at a district-

scale by the Municipality of Bologna, with a series of direct interviews

to tenants and users to understand their level of awareness about en-

ergy savings issues, the use of energy consume control devices, and

their availability to test the new technologies developed by the energy

supplier companies to map their behaviour and to improve their com-

fort conditions.

The design strategy is developed according to the following in-

dicators: low cost/ cost-eff ective solutions, fast work-on-site, limited

disruption for the end-users, improvement of the building performance,

fuel poverty reduction, high replication potential of solutions, low en-

vironmental impact according to LCA (Life Cycle Analysis) approach.

All the refurbishment solutions and the integration between buildings

and smart technologies will follow a user interface design process,

which focus on usability goals and user characteristics. The usability

goals are related to: 1. usefulness considering needs of user; 2. learn-

ability, intended as user's ability to operate the after some pre-

determined period of training (i.e thanks the help of specifi c Living Labs

in the district); 3. attitude (likeability) based on user's perceptions,

feelings and opinions about smart products. Although the use of smart

technologies could require a high level of user consciousness (as men-

tioned above), the use of user-friendly Information and Communication

Technologies (ICT) can help the users not only in properly using the

devices but also in empowering them to manage their own energy

consumption.

The smart solutions developed from the suppliers are addressed to

electric energy and thermal one. They have thought a customer inter-

face that will be installed in the residential buildings, integrated with

the smart meters and able to provide clear and real time information

about energy consumptions to tenants. In particular, it will allow to test

energy effi ciency measures in buildings and enable Active Demand

services. The smart solutions would contribute to the increasing of

energy effi ciency and to the reduction of energy bill as a consequence of

customers awareness about energy consumption, signalling, through

appropriate notices in an app the presence of behaviours energetically

little virtuous, thus giving the user the possibility to modify them with

consequent cost savings.

The Municipality during Living Lab activities will support the

communities of tenants in the comprehension and the usability of these

smart devices, with the direct support of the University and the energy

suppliers. The project will be supported by monitoring activities to

evaluate impacts and changes.

6. Conclusion

This paper points out the need to overpass the consolidated ap-

proach adopted nowadays for design assessments foreseeing the

application of numerical tools for buildings that have a known close

interaction of the user with the building (Hoes et al., 2009), with a

multidisciplinary approach, able to improve the understanding of the

relationship between users and technological devices. This relation can

be compromised in the future by the increased complexity of techno-

logical solutions (especially due to the use of non-traditional con-

struction techniques and sophisticated smart energy-saving devices), so

it is necessary to consider these research fi elds according to a systemic

approach. The use of emerging technologies has to meet some primary

needs, such as housing quality and flexible housing and service spaces

(functional requirements), and at the same time requires specifi c design

expertise and construction know-how, so ensuring long-lasting perfor-

mance and avoiding premature disrepair (technological requirements);

moreover, it is important that the users assimilate and accept emerging

technologies in order to ensure a good living comfort and the correct

operation of these technologies (social acceptability requirements). In

particular, the use of emerging technologies in social housing inter-

ventions may require a deep refl ection on social and cultural implica-

tions and on the users’ behaviour and its impacts, since the tenants are

not always able to recognise and understand the technological systems

used and sensitive to their advantages.

In Social Housing fi eld, the end-users necessarily become the focus

of design process and management activities of the building heritage.

The use of emerging technologies has to become inclusive and accepted

by their users, in order to ensure living comfort and durability of the

building performances.

It ’s crucial before design stage to investigate the dimension and the

value of end users behaviour, in the achievement of good performance

of buildings, and to identify the best strategies to forecast and minimize

negative impacts of tenant’s habits on the good use and functioning of

dwelling technologies.

For this reason, research studies have to consider a multidisciplinary

of approach, which include social competencies to increase public

participation strategies and user’s awareness in the design process, as

well as ICT and energy suppliers cooperation to defi ne design tools and

support measure for tenants with the aim to improve a better re-

lationship between user and technological system (and so a better

housing quality).

The introduction of these elements can support more functional and

contextualized choices about the technologies employed, helping en-

ergy accessibility strategies in social housing sector, which require an

eff ective use of energy with the minimum purpose of economic and

technological resources.
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